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My overarching research goal is to develop modern hardware and storage-aware systems that can enable
e�cient big data processing. Data-intensive applications stress the di�erent parts of the memory hierarchy
with unnecessary data movement and the need to integrate new storage technologies. In my research, I address
these challenges through two main avenues: (i) using modern storage devices’ untapped potential through
faithful device modeling and (ii) minimizing unnecessary data movement through hardware specialization.

Research Area 1: How to make the most of new SSD and NVM devices? Solid-state drives (SSDs) have
become the dominant secondary storage technology replacing hard-disk drives while emerging Non-volatile
Memory (NVM) technologies are showing potential to become the next generation of storage devices. SSDs
and most NVMs exhibit two distinct characteristics: (i) read/write asymmetry, where writes are slower than
reads, and (ii) access concurrency, allowing multiple I/O operations to run simultaneously. Without utiliz-
ing these two properties, applications cannot fully utilize the device potential. Despite these, most storage-
intensive applications do not consider asymmetry and concurrency, hence o�ering sub-optimal performance.
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In my research, I propose a new approach for stor-
age modeling that captures those two device-speci�c
properties and allows the designing of storage-
intensive algorithms tailored to the device at hand.

Research Area 2: How to minimize data move-
ment? Moving up in the memory hierarchy, a
key bo�leneck for data-intensive applications is data
movement. �is is further exacerbated due to static
data layout decisions: applications access unneces-
sary data since the physical layout and access pa�ern
do not always match. To address this, I propose to
capitalize on the reinvigorated trend of hardware spe-
cialization that has been accelerated recently due to the tapering of Moore’s law. �e core idea is to perform
on-the-�y data transformation via specialized hardware through so�ware/hardware co-design, pushing com-
putation closer to data. Since the custom hardware sits between processor and memory, this transformation
can happen very quickly without unnecessary cache pollution.

1 Recent and Past Research
Starting from the lower part of thememory hierarchy, I propose theParametric I/OModel [12, 13] to capture
the two key properties (read/write asymmetry and concurrency) of modern SSDs and NVMs. Using this novel
storage model, (i) I develop a new asymmetry & concurrency-aware DBMS bu�erpool management [6]
that utilizes the device concurrency to bridge the asymmetry, (ii) I present a concurrency-aware graph
manager [1] for out-of-core systems that enable e�cient storage access. Moving higher in the memory
hierarchy, we propose a new so�ware/hardware co-design approach that performs on-the-�y in-memory
data transformation without data duplication [5, 9]. �is creates opportunities for innovation in the data
system so�ware stack, including physical design, query optimization, and concurrency control [2, 7].

1.1 Building Storage-Aware Data Systems
�e Parametric I/O Model [CIDR 21, DaMoN 21@ACM SIGMOD]. I propose the Parametric I/O Model
(PIO) to capture the fundamental di�erences between traditional and modern storage devices: asymmetry
and concurrency as parameters [12, 13]. I developed a custom tool to quantify them and empirically measure
their values for several types of SSDs. �en I perform an abstract modeling of di�erent applications and
experiment with di�erent state-of-the-art devices to show the bene�ts of carefully exploiting their asymmetry
and concurrency: more informed storage modeling leads to better overall application performance.
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ACE Bu�erpool Manager [IEEE ICDE 23]. To assess the PIO model’s e�ectiveness in a practical system,
I focus on bu�erpool management (a critical Database Management System (DBMS) component). Since the
bu�erpool is closely connected to the storage device, hence, be�er storage modeling has the potential to im-
prove its overall performance. However, current approaches treat reads and writes equally without leveraging
device concurrency. I refactor the bu�erpool design space by decoupling the write-back policy from the evic-
tion policy and propose an asymmetry/concurrency-aware bu�erpool manager named ACE that utilizes
the underlying device concurrency to amortize the high asymmetric write cost [6]. �e write-back
policy always writes multiple pages concurrently (utilizing the device’s write concurrency), hence amortizing
the write cost. �e eviction policy evicts one or multiple pages at the same time to enable parallel prefetch-
ing, exploiting the device’s read concurrency. A key advantage of ACE is that it can be integrated with any
existing page replacement policy with low engineering e�ort, while, any prefetching technique can also be
integrated, essentially allowing any existing bu�erpool manager to be augmented by our approach. I
implement several popular page replacement policies and their ACE counterparts in PostgreSQL and evaluate
ACE’s bene�ts using TPC-C and several microbenchmarks. �e ACE counterparts of all four policies lead to
signi�cant performance improvements, exhibiting up to 32.1% lower runtime for mixed workloads with a
negligible increase in total disk writes and bu�er misses. �is shows that incorporating asymmetry and
concurrency in algorithm design leads to more faithful storage modeling and, ultimately, to better
performance. �e concept of be�er storage modeling and leveraging device concurrency and asymmetry
can also be extended to �le systems, especially when supporting storage-intensive applications.
CAVE Graph Manager [SIGMOD 24]. Graph traversal operations, known for their random-access heavy
pa�ern, can bene�t from SSD concurrency by parallelizing node and edge accesses, e�ectively distributing
the workload across the SSD’s parallel architecture. Hence, to assess the impact of be�er storage modeling
on random access-intensive applications, I next focus on developing an SSD-aware graph manager. Our goal
is to parallelize graph traversal algorithms without changing their core properties while utilizing the un-
derlying SSD concurrency. To achieve this, I identify two key ways (intra/inter-subgraph parallelization) to
parallelize graph traversal algorithms based on the graph structure and algorithm. I propose an SSD-aware
graph processing system, named CAVE that can harness the concurrency of the underlying storage
devices [1]. Speci�cally, CAVE provides the necessary infrastructure to parallelize graph traversal algorithms
when several independent vertex accesses can be performed in parallel. In essence, CAVE takes advantage of
the availability of multiple paths that can be explored in parallel. CAVE uses a block-based �le format based on
adjacency lists, ensuring that graph metadata, vertex information, and edge information are stored in aligned
blocks while enabling e�cient support for graph traversal and analytical operations. Overall, CAVE iden-
ti�es independent storage accesses (thus parallelizable) and performs them concurrently based on
the device’s optimal concurrency. We develop in CAVE the parallelized versions of �ve popular graph al-
gorithms: Breadth-First Search, Depth-First Search, Weakly Connected Components, PageRank, and Random
Walk. We observe that CAVE can be up to three orders of magnitude faster than baseline GraphChi and up to
one order of magnitude faster than baseline GridGraph.

1.2 On-the-�y Data Transformation via SW/HW Co-design

In data systems, a pivotal choice is whether to adopt the row-store or column-store paradigm, with the former
supporting transactional workloads and the la�er being more suitable for analytical queries. �e evolution
of these designs has given rise to hybrid transactional/analytical processing (HTAP) architectures, aiming to
combine the advantages of both paradigms. However, existing approaches o�en involve data duplication,
additional bookkeeping, and the cost of converting data between di�erent layouts, leading to compromises in
terms of analytics e�ciency and data freshness.
Relational Memory [EDBT 23, VLDB 23 (Best Demo), IEEE ICDE 23 (invited for TKDE special is-
sue)]. We propose to enable access to any data layout, shipping only the relevant data through the memory
hierarchy by transparently converting rows to arbitrary column groups. To achieve this, we introduce Re-
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lational Memory (RM), a novel FPGA-based hardware design that functions as a near-data vertical
partitioner enabling on-the-�y data transformation from stored rows to any column group [8, 9]. RM,
situated between the CPU and main memory, seamlessly transforms base data to any group of columns with
minimal overhead at runtime, introducing the �rst so�ware/hardware co-design paradigm for general-purpose
query engines and ensuring optimal data layout access for every query. By providing an intuitive API,
Relational Memory shi�s vertical partitioning to the hardware, o�ering advantages such as eliminating data
duplication, simplifying memory management, and reducing unnecessary data movement through the mem-
ory hierarchy. Our current design performs projection of column groups with fewer cache misses creating
the opportunity for a radical data system redesign including simpler query optimization, physical design, and
concurrency control [2, 7]. We implement and deploy RM in real hardware, demonstrating up to a 1.63×
faster access to desired columns compared to a row-wise layout. Moreover, RM matches the performance of
pure columnar access for low projectivity and outperforms it by up to 2.23× as projectivity (and tuple recon-
struction cost) increases. Native data access to both rows and column-groups leads to be�er cache utilization
and paves the way toward a uni�ed HTAP architecture.

1.3 Other Work
Data Management: E�cient Deletes in LSM Engines [ACM SIGMOD 20, IEEE DEBull, ACM TODS].
�iswork enables privacy-through-deletion in modern Log-structuredmerge (LSM)-based data systems by em-
powering themwith the ability to delete data timely and persistently, without hurting performance [4, 10, 14].
We highlight that all out-of-place key-value stores treat deletes as second-class citizens, and are not designed
to e�ciently realize deletes. We introduce Lethe [14], a delete-aware out-of-place key-value store that
introduces two new key design components for LSM-based engines: a family of compaction strategies termed
FADE and a new storage layout named Key Weaving Storage Layout (KiWi). �e key intuitions behind our
solution are: (i) use the �le-level metadata to track the age of a tombstone (special marker denoting deleted
entry), (ii) trigger inter-level data consolidation based on tombstone age, and (iii) choose the appropriate �les
for consolidation to timely purge the tombstones. �e proposed solution not only guarantees timely persis-
tence of logical deletes, but by doing so, also achieves 2−9× lower space ampli�cation and 1.2−1.4× higher
read performance. �e solution is simple and easily integrable to production systems, and a variant of this
solution is now supported by RocksDB, a widely used, open-source key-value store.
CPUPerformanceModeling via Learned Embeddings [MLforSys@Neurips 23]. Duringmy internship
time at Intel, I worked on developing learned embeddings for general-purpose CPUs. Learned embeddings
are widely used to obtain concise data representation and enable transfer learning between di�erent data sets
and tasks. We present Silhoue�e [3], which leverages publicly available CPU performance data sets to learn
CPU performance embeddings. We show how Silhoue�e enables transfer learning across di�erent types of
CPUs and leads to a signi�cant improvement in performance prediction accuracy for the target CPUs.
Social Network Analysis via Distributed k-core Decomposition [SNAM]. I worked on developing a
new distributed approach for determining the most in�uential spreader in a social network by combining
both user-speci�c and topological information. We implemented a distributed modi�cation of the popular
k-core decomposition algorithm by incorporating user a�ributes [11]. Our evaluation shows that the proposed
approach can process a very large network while being on average 12.5% more accurate and 175× faster.
Mobile Health Applications [NSysS 15, B.Sc. & M.Sc. �esis]. As part of my B.Sc. thesis, I designed
a cost-e�ective non-invasive device to capture the vital signs (heart rate and blood pressure) using Photo-
plethysmographic (PPG) signal [17, 18, 19]. We used infrared sensors to capture the volumetric change of
blood from the �ngertip of a person and analyzed di�erent parameters of the PPG signal to calculate heart
rate and approximate blood pressure. During my M.Sc. thesis, I worked on detecting diabetic retinopathy
from the images of interior surface of eye (known as fundus image) [15]. I trained a deep convolutional neu-
ral network using TensorFlow with a large public data set of fundus images. Further, I used several image
processing and machine learning techniques to develop the model and perform a comparative study.
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2 Future Research
My long-term research goal is to design versatile data systems meeting a wide range of application needs and
performance goals in light of ever-evolving storage and hardware technologies. Toward this, I have identi�ed
three key research directions: (i) designing scalable data systems for emerging SSDs like computational SSDs,
open-channel SSDs, and zoned namespace SSDs, as well as reprogrammable technologies, (ii) developing
a CXL-optimized disaggregated database system, and (iii) incorporating machine learning techniques into
data systems components to navigate performance, heterogeneous workload and application requirements
tradeo�. With my expertise in storage-aware data systems [1, 6, 12, 13], sw/hw co-design paradigms [2, 5, 8, 7,
9], data management [4, 10, 14], machine learning [3, 15] and other inter-disciplinary works [11, 16, 17, 18, 19],
I am well-equipped to address these research challenges.
Emerging Storage/Hardware-Aware Data Systems. I aim to enable on-the-�y data transformation from
stored rows to any column groups at the storage level via near-storage computation in emerging SSDs like
computational SSDs and OpenSSDs that o�er processing power that we can leverage. I plan to implement a
near-data vertical partitioner directly in these devices by utilizing in-storage custom logic and reprogrammable
logic. I also intend to rede�ne the design of LSM (Log-Structured Merge) trees to align with zoned namespace
(ZNS) SSDs which divide space into equal-sized zones, enabling fast sequential writes and �exibility in data
placement and garbage collection. We can leverage these features by (i) treating erase blocks within SSDs
as fragments of a sorted immutable run in LSM trees, (ii) incorporating host-side garbage collection, and (iii)
optimizing data placement by grouping related data together.
CXL-Optimized Database System. Resource disaggregation has recently emerged as a promising architec-
ture in modern data centers. �e separation of memory resources (both storage and memory) from compute
nodes (CPU, GPU) o�ers advantages such as �exibility, scalability, and e�cient resource sharing. In disag-
gregated data centers (DDCs), local accesses translates to network communication, and despite progress in
data center networking, communication remains a bo�leneck. Compute Express Link (CXL) has emerged as
a promising interconnect technology, surpassing classical RDMA interconnects in speed and approaching the
performance of local memory. I aim to develop a CXL-optimized disaggregated database system that provides
a seamless programming environment, unifying local and CXLmemory without requiring application modi�-
cations. My initial plan is to start by developing novel storage and memory management strategies to harness
the full potential of CXL’s high-speed, coherent connections, ensuring seamless integration with databases
while ensuring compatibility across di�erent generations of CXL.
Graph Data Science. Managing and analyzing large-scale dynamic graph data is an open research challenge
that lies at the intersection of data science and databases. Dynamic graphs represent relationships that evolve
over time, such as social networks, transportation systems, or �nancial transactions. Existing database sys-
tems o�en struggle to handle the constant updates and queries associated with dynamic graph data, leading
to performance bo�lenecks and scalability challenges. I propose to address this by designing a purpose-
built database that is tailored to seamlessly integrate graph processing algorithms with traditional relational
database systems, thereby enhancing e�ciency and scalability in handling dynamic graph data.
Machine Learning for Data Systems. In light of increasing data complexity, diverse workloads, and the
advent of new hardware, machine learning (ML) can play a pivotal role in improving the performance of data
system components while maintaining application requirements. I intend to delve into several research chal-
lenges on this front: (i) applying ML techniques to optimize energy consumption in data centers by factoring
in considerations such as access pa�erns and device characteristics, thereby steering toward green computing
for data centers or warehouses, (ii) exploring how reinforcement learning can optimize LSM compaction �le-
picking policies and compaction tuning knobs, (iii) investigating how ML algorithms can contribute to query
optimization by implementing intelligent planning and execution strategies along with exploring the learned
index paradigm, and (iv) examining how ML models can be trained and applied to sensitive data without
compromising individual privacy via combining federated learning and homomorphic Encryption.
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